#BlackLivesMatterInDR Reading List
This is not a comprehensive list. Inspired by the #charlestonsyllabus, this is simply a starting point that we hope will grow as it circulates.

**Background on Statelessness in Dominican Republic**


Building a Dangerous Precedent in the Americas (paper by American University Law School students): [http://www.wcl.american.edu/hrbrief/21/1margerin.pdf](http://www.wcl.american.edu/hrbrief/21/1margerin.pdf)


**Race in the Dominican Republic**


Simmons, Kimberly Eison


Publications from Dominican Republic in Spanish


**Political and Economic Equality in Dominican Republic**


**Dominican History**


**The U.S. Occupation of Dominican Republic (1916-1924)**


**The Trujillo Dictatorship**


**Novels/Poems**

